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SEXUAL MISCONDUCT POLICIES: FAIR and FACTUAL 

 
I. Introduction 
 
Families Advocating for Campus Equality (FACE)1 applauds recent state and federal legislative efforts focusing 
on the unique needs of sexual violence victims, including those efforts that propose interviewing techniques 
that increase reporting of sexual violence and facilitate the collection of facts and discovery of evidence.2  
 
The “Abby Honold Act,” currently proposed in Congress, would apply to law enforcement as well as school 
administrators “who interface[] with victims” of sexual violence.3 Co-sponsors have urged that the Abby Honold 
Act be incorporated into the pending reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA).4  
 
Sexual violence victims like Abby Honold too long have been treated in a manner counterproductive to 
achieving justice. Thus, the intent of the Abby Honold Act is to require “a special set of techniques for 
investigators to work with victims to understand what happened and make them feel comfortable to participate 
in investigations.”5  
 
Legislation such as this is a positive and necessary step toward providing sexual assault victims with the care 
and respect they deserve; complainants who are disbelieved not only suffer additional or secondary trauma, 
they are also less likely to report their assault.6 To rectify these deficiencies, the Abby Honold Act anticipates 
funding demonstrations of “evidence-based or promising policies and practices to incorporate trauma-informed 
techniques,”7 “prevent re-traumatization of the victim,”8 train law enforcement in the “neurobiology of trauma,”9 
and ensure the use of “evidence-based practices” in response to sexual violence complaints.10 In the vernacular 
of victim advocates, these requirements are generally referred to as “victim-centered” practices.11 

                                                
1 FACE is a national 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose mission is to ensure all parties in college and university sexual 
assault disciplinary proceedings are provided an equal and adequate opportunity to present their narrative in accordance with 
procedures designed to guarantee an accurate and judicious outcome. 
2 For example, California AB-2070 would “adopt detailed and victim-centered policies and protocols” and “trauma-informed 
training program for campus officials.; Maryland Senate Bill 607 would “provide trauma–informed services.” 
3 Abby Honold Act, Section 2, subsection (a)(2) and (a)(2)(B). It is also conceivable the Act also could be considered for inclusion 
in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. 
4 Tweet by Senator Amy Klobuchar, May 11, 2018, https://twitter.com/amyklobuchar/status/995026590873669632. 
5 Klobuchar, Cornyn Introduce Bipartisan ‘Abby Honold Act’ to Promote Use of Trauma-Informed Techniques in Responding to 
Sexual Assault Crimes, December 21, 2017. 
6 “Investigating Sexual Assaults; Concepts and Issues Paper” IACP National Law Enforcement Policy Center, July 2005, 
https://www.evawintl.org/Library/DocumentLibraryHandler.ashx?id=328 
7 Abby Honold Act, Section 2, subsection (b)(1). 
8 Id., at subsection (b)(1)(A). 
9 Id., at subsection (d)(1)(ii)(I). 
10 Id., at subsection (b)(1)(B). 
11 “Victim centered approaches” are the methods by which “trauma informed care” is put “into practice.” S. Daniel Carter, “The 
Abby Honold Act Would Promote Use of Trauma-Informed Responses to Sexual Assaults,” Huffington Post, January 5, 2018, 
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II. Not All Trauma-Informed Theories Are “Evidence-Based” 
 
“The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie— deliberate, contrived and dishonest— 

but the myth— persistent, persuasive, and unrealistic.” -- John F. Kennedy12 
 
What are “trauma-informed” techniques? 
 
Though there are many variations, trauma-informed techniques traditionally envision an interviewing style that 
“acknowledges the prevalence and impact of trauma and attempts to create a sense of safety for all participants, 
whether or not they have a trauma-related diagnosis.”13 This may include not conveying skepticism to a 
complainant during an interview, refraining from discouraging reporting, and allowing victims to tell their 
stories without interruption or probing questions.14 Stated in this manner, such a technique delineates a very 
reasonable expectation for the treatment and interviewing of sexual assault victims.  
 
Why are “trauma-informed” policies problematic? 
 
Though the Abby Honold Act requires law enforcement officers to understand “trauma-informed techniques” 
and be educated in the “neurobiology of trauma,”15 popular understandings of these terms are not always 
consistent with the neurobiology on which they ostensibly are based. In reality, the term “trauma-informed”16 
has become somewhat of a cultural and ideological meme; a Google word search of the term generates almost 
15 million results in less than a second.  
 
As Section IV below discusses in more detail,17 unproven and scientifically unsupported neurobiological theories 
frequently overlap with victim-centered policies and political ideology, endangering the unbiased and objective 
collection of evidence and decision making critical to a fair system. For example, under the “neurobiology of 
trauma” umbrella, victim advocacy literature promotes several unproven theories concerning brain changes and 
faulty memories resulting from psychological trauma. Victim-focused campaigns insist investigators must 
believe complainants18 and prioritize belief over truth, a concept that can be traced back to the early 1990s 

                                                
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-abby-honold-act-would-promote-use-of-trauma-
informed_us_5a4fed67e4b0f9b24bf3172a. 
12 We Enjoy the Comfort of Opinion, Address by President John F. Kennedy Yale University Commencement, June 11, 1962 
https://www.jfklibrary.org/Research/Research-Aids/Ready-Reference/Kennedy-Library-Fast-Facts/Yale-University- 
Commencement-Address.aspx. 
13 Essential Components of Trauma- Informed Judicial Practice, Rockville, MD: Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration, National Center on Trauma-Informed Care and National GAINS Center for Behavioral Health and Justice: 2013, 
https://www.nasmhpd.org/sites/default/files/What-every-judge-needs-to-know.pdf. 
14 Nicole Cain, “Interview Strategies for Sexual Assault and Rape Investigations,” In Public Safety, April 20, 2015, 
https://inpublicsafety.com/2015/04/interview-strategies-for-sexual-assault-and-rape-investigations/. 
15 Abby Honold Act, Section 2, subsections (b)(1), and (d)(1)(A), (i), (ii) and (iii)(I). 
16 Though the term “trauma-informed” was first used as early as 1970, it was not until the 1980s that practices focusing on 
trauma began to develop in the U.S. During the 70s, experts had just begun to recognize the exceptional psychological trauma 
suffered by sexual assault victims, which “contributed to a change in the perceived appropriate response to abuse.” Joanna 
Bourke, Sexual Violence, Bodily Pain, and Trauma: A History, Theory, Culture and Society, 29(3); 25-31, 20 (PDF), May 1, 2012. 
17 See Section IV. “The Science Behind the Myths,” infra, at p. 7. 
18 Start by Believing is a public awareness campaign designed by End Violence Against Women International to change the way 
the public “responds to rape and sexual assault in our communities.” http://www.startbybelieving.org. 
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when campus advocates began to call for “swift and unquestioning judgments about the facts of [sexual] 
harassment without standard evidentiary procedures and with the chant ‘always believe the victim.’”19  
 
Within the realm of psychological treatment or even interviewing, the need to believe a complainant is both 
necessary and appropriate. But in the investigative or adjudicative contexts, such policies potentially undermine 
ethical obligations for neutrality, and are disturbingly reminiscent of the 1980s and 90s satanic daycare child 
abuse scandals during which investigators were instructed to “believe the children” without scrutiny.20   
 
Rebecca Campbell, long-time victims’ advocate and psychology professor at Michigan State University, helped 
popularize the “trauma-informed” approach through numerous publications21 and presentations.22 Even so, Ms. 
Campbell has admitted “the goal of her work on neurobiology was to give law-enforcement officers a more 
nuanced understanding of how a sexual-trauma victim might behave;” it was not intended “as a guide … to 
support the idea that no matter how a complainant behaves, she is almost certainly telling the truth.”23  
 
 
III. Courts are Concerned About the Use of “Trauma-Informed” Practices 
 

“[O]ur well-known tendency to see things as we expect them to be. Its effects are ubiquitous … 
such a tendency becomes particularly problematic when it is fused with our political 

ideology, wherein we impose our politics on how we interpret facts.”24 
 
Today’s trauma-informed myths are the product of political and social ideology that seeks not only to correct 
our system’s disgraceful treatment of sexual assault victims, but also conveys the messages that victims never 
lie, and admonishes decision makers to be “very, very cautious in accepting a man’s claim that he has been 
wrongly accused of abuse or violence.”25 One college administrator went so far as to suggest that accused 
students “have a lot of pain, but it is not a pain that I would necessarily have spared them. I think it ideally 
initiates a process of self-exploration.”26   
 

                                                
19 Patricia Sharpe and Frances E. Mascia-Lees Source, “Always Believe the Victim, Innocent Until Proven Guilty, There Is No 
Truth: The Competing Claims of Feminism, Humanism, and Postmodernism in Interpreting Charges of Harassment in the 
Academy,” Anthropological Quarterly, Vol. 66, No. 2, pp. 88 (Apr. 1993). 
20  Maureen Casey, “How the daycare child abuse hysteria of the 1980s became a witch hunt,” The Washington Post, July 31, 
2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/a-modern-witch-hunt/2015/07/31/057effd8-2f1a-11e5-8353-
1215475949f4_story.html?utm_term=.34045a13ae52 
21 Rebecca Campbell, et al, “Evaluation of a victim-centered, trauma-informed victim notification protocol for untested sexual 
assault kits,” Violence Against Women, April 24, 2017, http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1077801217699090. 
22 Rebecca Campbell, “Invited Talk: Bridging research & practice: A trauma-informed campus response to sexual violence,” May 
2014, Loyola University, Chicago, IL.  
23 Emily Yoffe, “The Bad Science Behind Campus Response to Sexual Assault,” The Atlantic, Sept. 8, 2017 (emphasis added) 
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/09/the-bad-science-behind-campus-response-to-sexual-assault/539211/. 
24 Azadeh Aalai Ph.D., Why We Need Science Now More Than Ever, Psychology Today, December 15, 2016, 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-first-impression/201612/why-we-need-science-now-more-ever 
25 Young, Cathy, “Harvard Liberals Hate New Campus Sex Laws,” The Daily Beast, October 19, 2014, 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/10/19/harvard-liberals-hate-new-campus-sex-laws.html. 
26 Nancy Gibbs, “Cover Stories Behavior: When Is It RAPE?” Time, June 24, 2001, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20150510020122/http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,157165,00.html; A 
spokesperson for Vassar later Comins was quoted out of context. Anonymous, “Catherine Comins: The Bigot of Vassar College” 
(editorial), Vassar Spectator, September 1, 1991, http://newspaperarchives.vassar.edu/cgi-bin/vassar?a=d&d=vcspec19910901-
01.2.32. 
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On an operative level, to be “trauma-informed” typically means investigators and even adjudicators are 
encouraged to characterize inconsistencies or contradictions in a complainant’s reports or behavior as typical 
of victim behavior. Coupled with the “believe the victim” mandate and other victim-centered practices, these 
theories are intended to counter the defense of consent; when everything a complainant says or does is 
expected victim behavior, there is no longer a presumption of innocence.  
 
Even sexual violence victim Abby Honold has said such an application is unwarranted:  
 

When trauma informed training is involved, I would hope it would be not to say "throw away 
all need for physical evidence" or "believe anything this person is saying no matter how the 
evidence contradicts it", but rather more of an understanding that small inconsistencies and 
general behavior should not be used to discredit a victim of sexual assault automatically. 27 

 
In light of these practices, efforts to include victim-centered theories in VAWA’s reauthorization are particularly 
concerning; in a recent Senate hearing “[t]here was no mention, even in passing, of the fundamental concepts 
of due process, constitutional protections, or the presumption of innocence, on campus or beyond.”28 The 
absence of effective due process in the presence of victim-centered policies is alarming to those who entrust 
their lives to the rule of law. 
 
Campus training in victim-centered policies 
 
Trauma-informed training is now being taught to investigators and adjudicators throughout the country. 
“Believe the victim” concepts are recited in a 2006 End Violence Against Women International (EVAWI) manual 
titled Effective Report Writing.29 The manual is expressly designed to train investigators to prepare an 
investigative report that “support[s] the charges filed”30 and undermines “potential defense strategies,”31 with 
the explicit goal of achieving a “successful prosecution.”32 Investigators are cautioned to focus on “suspect” and 
witness statements that “corroborate the victim’s account”33 and highlight only inconsistencies in witness or 
“suspect” statements that support the allegations.34 
 
On January 5, 2017, the “Second Report of the White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault“ 
discussed various training programs it had engaged various organizations to develop on “trauma-informed 
sexual assault investigation and adjudication.” These included a campus “trauma-informed sexual assault 
investigation and adjudication curriculum” developed by the National Center for Campus Public Safety (NCCPS); 
a discussion on “trauma-informed responses to sexual assault” presented at the 2016 National Sexual Assault 
Conference; and “a webinar training series on Title IX and campus sexual assault” jointly created by the 
Department of Justice’s Office for Victims of Crime’s Training and Technical Assistance Center (OVC TTAC), in 
collaboration with the Victim Rights Law Center and the Clery Center for Security on Campus.35  

                                                
27 Abby Honold comments in email conversation with FACE co president Cynthia Garrett, May 14, 2018. 
28 Wendy McElroy, Violence Against Women's Act is a true product of Washington's swamp, April 5, 2018, The Hill, 
http://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/381670-violence-against-womens-act-is-a-true-product-of-washingtons-swamp. 
29 End Violence Against Women International, Effective Report Writing: Using the Language of Non-Consensual Sex (2006). 
http://olti.evawintl.org/images/docs/REPORT%20WRITING%205-15-12.pdf. 
30 Id. at 4. 
31 Id. at 4, 26.  
32 Id. at 3.  
33 Id. at 3, 19. 
34 Id. at 20.   
35 Second Report of the White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault, January 5, 2017, p. 15, 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/images/Documents/1.4.17.VAW%20Event.TF%20Report.PDF. 
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Victim-centered ideological biases are particularly troubling in the campus context where due process, if it 
exists at all, is normally very minimal. Harvard Law professor Jeannie Gerson, has described the believe-the-
victim mantra as a “near-religious teaching.”36 And writers KC Johnson and Stuart Taylor have highlighted the 
pervasiveness of the “believe the victim” mandate on campus:  
 

[T]he ideological regimes used on many campuses are designed more to stack the deck against 
accused students than to ensure a fair inquiry. The risk of injustice is enhanced by the fact that, 
to the best of our knowledge, no school discloses the contents of its training materials to 
accused students before commencing the disciplinary process.37 

 
According to The Federalist Society, “[m]any of the professors and campus officials who adjudicate campus 
sexual assault claims are ‘trained’ to believe accusers and disbelieve accused students, and barely feign 
impartiality.”38 For example, Middlebury’s training “urges adjudicators to ‘start by  believing’ the accuser, while 
asking themselves whether the accused student is ‘who he said he is.’”39  
 
Harvard law professor Janet Halley ridiculed the trauma-informed training used at her university, noting the 
materials provide a “sixth grade level summary of selected neurobiological research” and are “100% aimed to 
convince them to believe complainants, precisely when they seem unreliable and incoherent.”40 Even the 
Association of Title IX Administrators has recognized that certain Title IX investigators have taken victim-
centered investigations too far, thereby placing their “thumb on the scale” on the side of guilt.41  
 
School training materials frequently mimic victim-centered theories to explain inconsistencies in both a 
complainant’s conduct and statements. While the omission of minor or peripheral details of a traumatic event 
is not necessarily indicative of falsity, research has found that reporting of contradictory details is “associated 
with an increased likelihood of memory error”42 and such details “tend to have a very low accuracy rate.”43  
 
Nevertheless, victims’ advocates not only recommend disregarding victims’ inconsistencies or behavioral 
anomalies, they additionally interpret them as evidence of psychological trauma. Illogically, this precludes any 
consideration of a complainant’s incongruous statements or inconsistent behavior as evidence, and results in 
an irrefutable circular argument that reporting contradictory details is evidence of trauma, which is in turn 
evidence the complainant is a victim. 
 
As an example, Middlebury College’s Title IX training tells adjudicators that, in order to be “‘objective,’ investi-
gation reports must not use the word ‘alleged’ before ‘victim’ or ‘sexual assault’ and must avoid concluding a 

                                                
36 Jeannie Suk Gersen, “Shutting Down Conversations About Rape at Harvard Law,” The New Yorker, Dec. 11, 2015 
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/argument-sexual-assault-race-harvard-law-school 
37 KC Johnson and Stuart Taylor, “The Title IX Training Travesty,” The Weekly Standard, Nov. 10, 2017 
https://www.weeklystandard.com/kc-johnson-and-stuart-taylor-jr/the-title-ix-training-travesty. 
38 H. Bader, et al., “A Review of Department of Education Programs: Transgender Issues, Racial Quotas in School Discipline, and 
Campus Sexual Assault Mandates,” Regulatory Transparency Project of the Federalist Society, Sept. 12, 2017. 
https://regproject.org/wp-content/uploads/RTP-Race-Sex-Working-Group-Paper.pdf).  
39 KC Johnson and Stuart Taylor, supra note 30. 
40 Janet Halley, “Trading the Megaphone for the Gavel in Title IX Enforcement,” Harvard Law Review 128: 103, Feb. 18, 2015 
https://harvardlawreview.org/2015/02/trading-the-megaphone-for-the-gavel-in-title-ix-enforcement-2/  
41 ATIXA, The ATIXA Playbook, at p. 56 (2017)  https://atixa.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/The-ATIXA-Playbook-
Final-Electronic-Version.pdf 
42 Henry Otgaar and Mark L. Howe, ed., Finding the Truth in the Courtroom; Dealing with Deception, Lies, and Memories, Oxford 
University Press Kindle Edition, pp. 33-34 (2018). 
43 Henry Otgaar and Mark L. Howe, supra note 35 at pp. 33-34. 
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“’victim’s account is not believable or credible’” based on “‘her actions during and after the encounter with the 
suspect.’”44 Similarly, the University of Texas School of Social Work’s 2016 Blueprint for Campus Police asserts 
that although “[t]rauma victims often omit, exaggerate, or make up information when trying to make sense of 
what happened to them or to fill gaps in memory,” this “does not mean that the sexual assault did not occur.”45  
 
Courts’ responses to victim-centered policies 
 

“The notion that a school must diminish due process rights to better serve the 
‘victim’ only creates more victims.” -- Betsy DeVos 46 

 
The widespread use of victim-centered investigations in the college setting has given rise to numerous lawsuits 
by accused students alleging fundamental unfairness and violations of due process, often due to incomplete or 
inadequate collection of evidence.47 Eric Rosenberg, who has represented students in both state and federal 
courts, notes that “systemic bias” in training materials extends essentially to “mandating adjudicators shield 
accusers from exculpatory evidence” as it might “re-victimize the victim.” A state or federal judge, Rosenberg 
explains, “would undoubtedly find [that any] jury pool members who promise not to re-victimize a party who 
alleges an injury should be stricken for cause.”48  
 
Given the force of campus “believe the victim” ideology, it is not surprising that more and more courts have 
found plausible accused students’ allegations of gender bias in campus Title IX processes. Courts have based 
their rulings against schools on training materials’ inclusion of trauma-informed practices,49 comments50 or 

                                                
44 KC Johnson and Stuart Taylor, supra note 30. The authors report that “After we wrote about the Middlebury training, the firm 
that conducted it, Margolis Healy, removed the associated material from its website. The company did not respond to a request 
for comment.” 
45 Busch-Armendariz, N.B., Sulley, C., & Hill, K., “The Blueprint for campus police: Responding to sexual assault,” University of 
Texas at Austin Institute on Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault, Table 7.4, p. 90, “Anticipating Defense Strategies in the Written 
Report,” 2016 https://utexas.app.box.com/v/blueprintforcampuspolice 
46 Betsy DeVos, Secretary’s Prepared Remarks on Title IX Enforcement, Antonin Scalia Law School, George Mason University 
(September 7, 2017). 
47 SAVE, “Victim-Centered Investigations: New Liability Risk for Colleges and Universities,” 2016 
http://www.saveservices.org/wp-content/uploads/Victim-Centered-Investigations-and-Liability-Risk.pdf  
48 KC Johnson and Stuart Taylor, supra note 30. 
49 Doe v. The Regents of the Univ. of California, CA Superior Court, Alameda County, Case No. RG16843940 (Apr. 18, 2018); Doe v. 
The Trustees of the Univ. of Pennsylvania,  270 F. Supp. 3d 799 (E.D. PA. Sept. 13, 2017); Doe v. Brandeis Univ., 177 F.Supp.3d 561 
(Mar. 31, 2016); KC Johnson Twitter report of Doe v. Johnson & Wales ruling, (May 14, 2018)  
https://twitter.com/kcjohnson9/status/996086089109639175. 
50 Doe v. Brown Univ., 166 F. Supp. 3d 177, 189 (D.R.I. 2016) (comments of University officials male students were treated as 
“guilty, until proven innocent” and “operate[d] under the assumption that it’s always the ‘boy’s fault.’”); Harris v. St. Joseph’s 
Univ., Civ. A. No. 13-3937, 2014 WL 12618076, at *2 n.3 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 26, 2014) (allegation of university official’s statement 
school had “adopted a policy favoring female accusers.”); see also, Yusuf v. Vassar Coll., 35 F.3d 709, 714- 15, at 715 (2d Cir. 
1994) ("Such allegations might include, inter alia, statements by members of the disciplinary tribunal, statements by pertinent 
university officials, or patterns of decision-making that also tend to show the influence of gender.") 
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conduct51 of school officials, campus culture,52 and outside pressure to find students responsible.53 In fact, the 
tally of recent decisions in favor of accused students is just under 100 at last count.54 
 
For example, in a May 14, 2018, oral ruling against Johnson & Wales University, the court refused to dismiss 
the accused student’s claim, citing the fact that the Title IX coordinator was an activist on trauma-informed 
consent; the court concluded "[o]n the pleadings, this court can find no reason at all why the result was Mr. 
Doe's expulsion. The only inference [is] . . . gender played a role."55  
 
In Doe v. The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, the district court also found plausible allegations that 
investigators were not "appropriately trained as investigators in handling sexual violence cases,"56 based on a 
training document which “warns against victim blaming” and:  
 

explains that major trauma to victims may result in fragmented recall, which may result in 
victims “recount[ing] a sexual assault somewhat differently from one retelling to the next”; 
warns that a victim's “flat affect [at a hearing] does not, by itself, show that no assault 
occurred”; and cites studies suggesting that false accusations of rape are not common. At the 
same time, the document advises that the alleged perpetrator may have many "apparent 
positive attributes such as talent, charm, and maturity" but that these attributes "are generally 
irrelevant to whether the respondent engaged in nonconsensual sexual activity.57  

 
The court noted the victim-focused training: 

 
does not promote fairness and impartiality’ and, instead, ‘undermines principles of impartiality, 
favors complainants (typically female), and biases proceedings against respondents (typically 
male).58 

 
A California court in Doe v. The Regents of the University of California vacated the school’s decision against Doe 
and then awarded him attorney’s fees, when it found plausible that the school’s practice of permitting credibility 
to be evaluated based on a "trauma informed approach” created “an unacceptable risk” of gender bias.59 
 
In Doe v. Brandeis University, District Court Judge F. Dennis Saylor criticized the school for making assump-tions 
based on “unfair generalizations” of typical victim behavioral theories in order to explain why the complainant 
continued a relationship with Doe: 
 

                                                
51 Doe v. Amherst Col., No. 3-15-3009 (MGM), 2017 WL 776410, *17 (D. Mass. Feb. 28, 2017) (“College responded differently to 
similar reports when the genders of the potential victims and aggressors were different.”) 
52 Saravanan v. Drexel Univ., Civil Action No. 17-3409, (E.D. PA 2017) (allegations indicate culture of gender bias against males); 
Prasad v. Cornell Univ., No.5:15-cv-322, 2016 WL 3212079, *16 (N.D.N.Y. Feb. 24, 2016) (“presents facts plausibly suggesting that 
considerations of  gender motivated Cornell’s actions.") 
53 Doe v. The Trustees of the Univ. of Pennsylvania,  supra note 42; Doe v. Bd. Of Regents of the Univ. Sys. of Ga., case no.1:15-cv-
4079, Docket 40, pgs.9-10 (D.GA. 2015-16) (“two year old news reports” suggested defendant university’s “motive to 
discriminate on the basis of gender.”); 
54  https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CsFhy86oxh26SgTkTq9GV_BBrv5NAA5z9cv178Fjk3o/edit#gid=0. 
55  KC Johnson Twitter report, supra note 42. 
56 Doe v. The Trustees of the Univ. of Pennsylvania, supra note 42 at p. 816. 
57 Doe v. The Trustees of the Univ. of Pennsylvania, supra note 42 at pp. 816-817. 
58 Doe v. The Trustees of the Univ. of Pennsylvania,  supra note 42 at p. 823. 
59 Doe v. The Regents of the Univ of California, supra note 42. 
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but surely considerable caution should be exercised in applying that principle to make present-
day judgments about past events. If neither partner perceived the conduct to be improper at 
the time, the potential for unfairness is acute where one partner changes his perception, in 
hindsight, nearly two years after the fact.60 

 
And yet another federal court in Doe v. Ohio State University refused to dismiss the accused student’s complaint 
because “panel members were presented statistical evidence that ‘22-57% of college men report perpetrating 
a form of sexual aggressive behavior’ … ‘[c]ollege men view verbal coercion and administration of alcohol or 
drugs as permissible means to obtain sex play or sexual intercourse’ … ‘Repeat perpetrators are aware of myths 
and how to present and empathic.’ (sic) [and] ‘Sex offenders are experts in rationalizing behavior’”61     
 
 
IV. The Science Behind the Myths 
 
Psychological trauma does not impair brain function 
 
Proponents of trauma-informed theories insist that emotional trauma affects the brain in ways that impair 
memory and recall.62 Dr. Michael S. Scheeringa, Professor and Vice Chair of Research for psychiatry at Tulane 
University School of Medicine,63 reports that the newest well-designed research “directly contradict[s] the 
theory that stress damages the brain.”64 Dr. Scheeringa, who has spent over 23 years researching, treating, and 
teaching about stress, trauma, and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), cites a 2015 review by German 
scientists of over 7,000 studies that “failed to find convincing evidence that trauma caused changes” to any 
areas of the brain often cited by trauma-informed or neurobiology trauma theories.65  
 
A study of adolescents exposed to the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing is particularly remarkable because the 
researchers had fortuitously conducted fMRI scans on 15 adolescents prior to the  bombing, and thus knew “how 
the brains of these adolescents functioned prior to the trauma of the terrorist attack.”66 Upon reexamination, the 
researched discovered, 
 

the individuals who developed more PTSD symptoms after the bombing had different 
amygdala, and also probably different hippocampi, before the bombing occurred. Their brains 

                                                
60 John Doe v. Brandeis Univ., supra note 42 at p. 618, fn 40.  Judge Saylor also said it was presumptuous to use the term victim 
because “[w]hether someone is a “victim” is a conclusion to be reached at the end of a fair process, not an assumption to be 
made at the beginning.” at p. 573. 
61 Doe v. Ohio State Univ., 219 F. Supp. 3d 645, 658 (S.D. OH. Nov. 7, 2016.) 
62 Rebecca Campbell , Ph.D., NIJ Research for the Real World Seminar, December 3, 2012, Transcript: 
https://nij.gov/multimedia/presenter/presenter-campbell/pages/presenter-campbell-transcript.aspx. 
63 https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/experts/michael-s-scheeringa-md 
64 Michael S. Scheeringa M.D., “Have You Lost Your Mind? Stress and trauma damage the brain: Fact or theory?,” Jul 30, 2017 
Psychology Today, https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/stress-relief/201707/have-you-lost-your-mind. Dr. Scheeringa 
provided FACE with a long list of research studies to support his statements. 
65 Michael S. Scheeringa M.D., Have You Lost Your Mind? Part 2, Why the toxic stress theory is wrong,” October 24, 2017, 
Psychology Today, https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/stress-relief/201710/have-you-lost-your-mind-part-2 (specifically 
“the hippocampus, amygdala, cingulate cortex, prefrontal cortex, or hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis regulation of cortisol.”), 
citing Schmidt, U., Willmund, G., Hoslboer, F., et al., “Searching for non-genetic molecular and imaging PTSD risk and resilience 
markers: Systematic review of literature and design of the German Armed Forces PTSD biomarker study.” 
Psychoneuroendocrinology  51, 444-458 (2015.) 
66 Id., citing McLaughlin, K.A. et al., “Amygdala response to negative stimuli predicts PTSD symptom onset following a terrorist 
attack,” Depression and Anxiety 31(10), 834-842 (2014). 
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were not damaged by the stress. The brains of those who developed more PTSD were different 
prior to the stress.67 

 
According to a co-author, these research findings are “not consistent with the widely held notion that trauma 
impairs your brain function.”68   
 
Trauma does not impair memory for important details 
 
Contrary to the popular victim advocacy notion that the trauma of a sexual assault impairs memory resulting in  
inconsistencies in complainant reports, scientists “remain highly skeptical of the traumatic memory argument in 
the absence of more solid scientific evidence.”69 Harvard professor Richard McNally, an expert on trauma and 
memory, cites research that shows how extreme stress may actually enhance the subsequent recall of extremely 
stressful or life-threatening incidents.70  
 
The authors of another study involving hundreds of traumatic experiences reported that memories of sexual 
violence victimization in particular “were associated with higher levels of vividness” and “had more sensory 
components … than other violent memories.”71 The authors speculated this was because “participants reported 
thinking about their traumatic experiences more often than their positive experiences -- a finding that casts 
doubt on the idea that aspects of trauma are inaccessible in narrative form.”72  
 
Yet another study determined that “in comparison to the highly positive life experiences, the memories of 
negative experiences were significantly more stable over time,” and remained “virtually unchanged.”73 This is 
also supported by a 2012 review of the literature from the University of Oslo: “The current evidence from 
systematic and methodologically sound studies strongly suggests that memories of traumatic events are more 
resistant to forgetting than memories of mundane events.’”74  
 

 

                                                
67 Id. (emphasis added) (the authors concluded that “resilient people systematically rewire their brains in response to trauma,” 
and that individuals with a specific genotype may have “significantly higher resilience” to trauma. pp. 1853-1859.) 
68 Coauthor Brian Engdahl, Ph.D., associate professor  of psychology, Brain Sciences Center, University of Minnesota and 
counseling psychologist at the Minneapolis VA. See also Matt DePoint, “University of Minnesota researchers find biomarker of 
resilience in veterans exposed to trauma,” Univ. of Minn. HealthTalk (2013) 
https://www.healthtalk.umn.edu/2013/02/20/university-of-minnesota-researchers-find-biomarker-of-resilience-in-veterans-
exposed-to-trauma/. 
69 Stephen Porter and Angela R. Birt, “Is Traumatic Memory Special? A Comparison of Traumatic Memory Characteristics with 
Memory for Other Emotional Life Experiences,” Applied Cognitive Psychology, 15: S101, S102 (2001) 
https://people.ok.ubc.ca/stporter/Publications_files/Traumatic%20memory.pdf 
70 Richard McNally, Remembering Trauma, at p. 180, Harvard University Press, (2005); see also Stephen Porter and Angela R. Birt, 
supra note 61 at p. S102; Shaw, Julia, The Memory Illusion: Remembering, Forgetting, and the Science of False Memory (Random 
House Kindle Ed. Locations 2419-2434) (2016) (“In spite of assertions about the negative impact of trauma on memory, the 
majority of current research actually supports the idea that, barring a broken brain, there is a ‘trauma superiority effect’ on 
memory.”) 
71 Stephen Porter and Angela R. Birt, supra note 62 at p. S102. 
72 Stephen Porter and Angela R. Birt, supra note 62 at p. S111-S112 (emphasis in original). 
73 Shaw, Julia, supra note 63 at Locations 2434-2445. 
74 Magnussen, S., & Melinder, A., “What psychologists know and believe about memory: A survey of practitioners,” Applied 
Cognitive Psychology, 2012, 26 (1): 54– 60, at p. 58. However, the authors noted, and some research has indicated, that central 
details of emotional events may be remembered more accurately than perpheral details ; see also Robert A. Nash and James 
Ost, False and Distorted Memories; Current Issues in Memory, pp 12-14, Chapter 2: “(Mis)remembering negative emotional 
experiences” (2017). 
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Trauma does not cause fragmented memories, disassociation or tonic immobility 
 
Despite plenty of research reporting “no evidence to support a special fracturing process of memory in trauma 
situations,”75 nearly all victim advocacy literature assumes traumatic memories can be “fragmented and difficult 
to integrate with the person’s life story,”76 causing inconsistent recall.77 The belief that “people encode trauma 
memories in ways that make them difficult to retrieve coherently, such that they are ‘fractured’ in nature” has 
been dismissed as a modern version of the discredited recovered memory theories of the 1990’s satanic daycare 
scandals.78 Most memory researchers since the early 2000s also argue that, while dissociation may be possible, 
people usually do not dissociate during emotional events.”79  
 
Similarly victims’ advocates attempt to justify and complainant’s failure to verbally or physically resist a sexual 
encounter by the concept of “tonic immobility.” However, scientific research has never shown this to affect 
human beings,80 but studies do show some small animals may “freeze” when they “find themselves literally in 
the jaws of death.”81 Recent studies on the issue have, at most, observed that after being shown “aversive pictures 
to represent potential threat,” human subjects previously diagnosed with PTSD exhibit a reduced swaying of the 
body and increased heart rate.82 Psychologist Dr. Rebecca Campbell also has admitted “that we don’t know ‘as 
much as we’d like to’ about tonic immobility and that there are ‘very valid questions” as to whether it occurs in 
humans.’”83  
 
 
Traumatic memories can become distorted by improper questioning 
 
More significantly, although victim memories may remain vivid and relatively intact following a sexual assault, 
exposure to “highly emotional” or “traumatic events” does result in a “heightened susceptibility to 
misinformation.”84 In fact, “the distorting effects” of post event “misinformation may be more readily accepted 
when the event is highly negative compared to positive or neutral.”85  
 
There is very little disagreement that memory distortion can be the result of social barometers, ideology, and 
attitudes.86 The book False and Distorted Memories cites “massive evidence” and “numerous examples where a 
change in remembering resulted from suggestive information provided by a social source.”87 This makes sense 
because “people typically care more about agreeing with a friend and are therefore more likely to ‘give up’ their 
own remembered version of an event for the sake of maintaining the relationship.”88  

                                                
75 Stephen Porter and Angela R. Birt, supra note 62 at p. S111. 
76 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at pp. 10-11. 
77 Shaw, Julia, supra note 62 at 2405-2419; see also, Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67. 
78 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at p. 10. 
79 Shaw, Julia, supra note 62 at Locations 2405-2419.  
80 E. Volchana et al, “Immobility reactions under threat: A contribution to human defensive cascade and PTSD,” Neuroscience and 
Biobehavioral Reviews, 76: 29–38 (2017) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28131873 (in contrast to non-human species, 
“studies of motor defensive reactions in human are still in the early stages.” p. 31.) 
81 Emily Yoffe, supra note 23. 
82 E. Volchana et al, supra note 73 (”participants without PTSD slightly increased the heart rate during listening to the script and 
returned to basal level thereafter.” p. 34, note 2.) 
83 Emily Yoffe, supra note 23. 
84 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at pp. 13-14 (2017); Henry Otgaar and Mark L. Howe, supra note 35 at p. 6. 
85 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at p. 14 
86 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at p. 55; see also pp. 17-18. 
87 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at p. 55 (citations omitted). 
88 Robert A. Nash and James Ost, supra note 67 at pp. 60, 65; Shaw, Julia, supra note 63 at Locations 2746-2750, 2620-2624. 
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More alarming, even inadvertently conveyed misinformation may permanently and substantially alter original 
memory,89 and its impact is exacerbated by “the passage of time [which] increases the chance that eyewitnesses 
will adopt misinformation and that their memories will be altered”90 Incredibly, studies have shown that 
subjects who are knowingly forced to make up details, incorporated those details into their story when 
questioned later.91 
 
 
III. What This Research Means for “Trauma-Informed Techniques” 
 
The Abby Honold Act anticipates training for those “who interface[] with victims” of sexual violence92 in 
“evidence-based or promising policies and practices to incorporate trauma-informed techniques,”93 “prevent re-
traumatization of the victim.”94 and in the “neurobiology of trauma.”95  
 
The Abby Honold Act’s call for trauma-informed techniques that require allowing a victim to recall a traumatic 
experience at his or her own pace and without interrogation or repeated questioning is supported by science. 
Questions posed by interviewers can inadvertently suggest alternative scenarios that may not be accurate and, 
more importantly, distort a victim’s memory.96 Creating a sense of safety also facilitates recall, as does 
communicating to the victim that they will be taken seriously. 
 
However, law enforcement and campus investigators must be trained to evaluate inconsistencies in evidence 
objectively, as they would any other inconsistencies presented by evidence. Even Dr. Campbell, a vocal 
proponent of trauma-informed practices has admitted that the goal of her work on neurobiology was not to 
convey or support “the idea that no matter how a complainant behaves, she is almost certainly telling the truth.”97 
Like any evidence collected or reviewed by investigators, once collected, complainant statements and conduct 
must be given the same objective unbiased scrutiny demanded by our judicial system. Law enforcement must 
know they are free to consider inconsistencies that may reveal untruths rather than be a product of expected 
victim behavior. 
 
The Abby Honold Act also seeks to improve “communication between victims and law enforcement officers” 
and “increase collaboration among stakeholders,” both good goals, but to do so with the specific goal of 
increasing “the likelihood of the successful … prosecution“ undermines impartiality and risks confirmation 
bias.98 As Samantha Harris of the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education explained, “[a]n investigator 

                                                
89 Henry Otgaar and Mark L. Howe, supra note 35 at p. 13. 
90 Henry Otgaar and Mark L. Howe, supra note 35 at pp. 12-13. 
91 Henry Otgaar and Mark L. Howe, supra note 35 at p. 16. 
92 Id., at subsection (a)(2) and (a)(2)(B). 
93 Abby Honold Act, Section 2, subsection (b)(1). 
94 Id., at subsection (b)(1)(A); see also subsection (b)(1)(B). 
95 Id., at subsection (d)(1)(ii)(I). 
96 “False memories occur even after a few short and low-pressure interviews, and with each successive interview, they become 
richer, more compelling, and more likely to occur. It is therefore dangerously misleading to claim that the scientific data 
provide an “upper bound” on susceptibility to memory errors.” Robert A. Nash, Kimberly A. Wade, Maryanne Garrey, Elizabeth F. 
Loftus and James Ost, “Misrepresentations and Flawed Logic About the Prevalence of False Memories,” Applied Cognitive 
Psychology, 31: 31–33, 31 (2017) October 14, 2016 (wileyonlinelibrary.com)  
97 Emily Yoffe, supra note 23.  
98 Abby Honold Act, Section 2, subsection (b)(1)(C). 
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who is trying to anticipate and counter defense strategies in the course of his/her investigation is not acting as 
a neutral fact-finder.”99 Law enforcement must conduct an unbiased and objective search for the truth. 
 
Legislation to address the care and treatment of sexual violence victims must be based in science, not cultural 
or ideological memes. To degrade good legislation with bad theories risks losing even those aspects of the 
Abby Honold Act that are valuable and based on hard science. 
 
Let FACE help to create victim-centered practices founded upon established research. In this manner we can 
ensure both campus and criminal sexual misconduct investigations and decisions are based on relevant and 
reliable evidence. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,                                                                          June 7, 2018 
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99 Samantha Harris, “University of Texas ‘Blueprint’ for Campus Police Raises Fairness Concerns,” Foundation for Individual Rights 
in Education, March 11, 2016, https://www.thefire.org/university-of-texas-blueprint-for-campus-police-raises-fairness-
concerns/. 


